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Abstract

The basic theme of the essay is gender and power in the field of journalism in Sweden. It is not controversial to assert that journalism, historically speaking, evolved as a male-dominated field. Despite the high level of gender quality in Sweden, however, this pattern remains the case. Drawing on Bourdieu’s theories on habitus, capital and field and Toril Moi’s “appropriation” of Bourdieu, the article looks at the structure of the field of journalism during three periods: the Era of the token woman (1900-1950), the Era of the critical mass (1950-1985), and the Era of feminization (1985 onwards). The field of journalism is defined at the nexus of three overarching social forces – political, economic, and professional forces and dynamics – and the gender order of the field reflects the relative weight of these forces at any given point in time. The empirical analysis of the field is centered around four main questions: (1) which positions men and women have been given access to during different time periods, (2) what forms of capital have men and women accumulated, (3) how images and perceptions on what constitutes “good” journalism have become gendered over time and which positions, media, and genres of journalism have been associated with status/prestige as well as to what extent this social status branding is gendered, and (4) to what extent the struggle in the field has been gendered and what strategies and tactics have been employed in that struggle. Inclosing, the article discusses some conclusions about the gender logic of the field of journalism. The main finding is that status, prestige and power have been associated with conceptions of masculinity and these conceptions, in turn, have been associated to the beliefs that underpin the field – the image of the journalistic “mission”.
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Introduction

The influence of women in journalism is one of the most central problem areas in feminist media research. In international overviews, Sweden and the other Nordic countries are often held forth as pioneers on questions relating to gender equality, not least in the field of journalism. True, women made up fully half of the profession in 2005, but the feminization of journalism has hardly been achieved without a struggle.

This essay considers the issue of power and gender in Swedish journalism from a historical and feminististic perspective. The links between field, power and gender are a...
central theme in Pierre Bourdieu’s analyses of the conditions applying to women and men in society. The analysis of power and gender in journalism presented here is therefore inspired by Bourdieu’s theories of gender and the reproduction of social power. The feminist interpretation of Bourdieu’s general theories primarily draws on Toril Moi’s “appropriation” of Bourdieu in the book, *What Is a Woman* (1999).

As Bourdieu defines it, a social field consists of a system of competing social relations, where individuals and institutions compete for the same stakes. The actors use different strategies to acquire positions and influence. What is at stake is success, prestige, status and, ultimately, the power to decide who shall be recognized as a member of the profession and what constitutes ‘good’ and valuable journalism.

In all fields there is an ongoing struggle for hegemony. One must have resources to attain a position – that is, have access to the kinds of capital that are valued in the field. Capital, in Bourdieu’s view, is more than an economic phenomenon. On the contrary, whatever is valued and striven for in any given field may be regarded as capital, e.g., symbolic (status, prestige, legitimacy), cultural (education, savoir faire, titles, distinctions), and social (family, personal contacts). Moi observes that Bourdieu never considers social class as a field in its own right, nor does he speak of “class capital”. Gender is treated in the same way: as a part of the general social field. Gender varies socially and culturally; it is a combinatory category that infiltrates and influences every other social category. In Moi’s view, gender, too, is a form of symbolic capital, having different value in different fields. Where femininity has negative symbolic value, a woman may compensate for it by acquiring other forms of capital: professional, cultural, economic or social. Thus, the central thesis in this chapter’s feminist analysis of a field is that journalism – like all other fields – is gendered, but that the meaning and implications of gender vary between different media and over time.

The essay starts with an analysis of the structure of the Swedish field of journalism in a historical perspective. The development of the field through the 1900s is treated in terms of three periods: the era of the token woman 1900-1950, that of the critical mass 1950-1985, and that of feminization 1985 and since. The basis for this grouping is a historical overview of changes in the power bases in Swedish journalism. The field of journalism may be seen to occupy the intersection of three fields of forces: the political, the economic and the professional. The strength of the respective fields has waxed and waned, for which reason the power bases in journalism, too, have shifted – a factor that has been of central importance for the gender order in the field. Taking its starting point in Bourdieu and Moi, the essay addresses four central questions or themes. The first is, what places and positions have men and women, respectively, occupied in the field of journalism. The second concerns recruitment to the profession and the kinds of capital women and men have accumulated. The third question is the degree to which the definition of ‘good’ journalism is gendered. Which professional positions, media and genres have conferred status in the different periods, and has this status had a gender dimension? The fourth question concerns the forms the struggle between men and women in the field has taken; what strategies have proven effective? Have there been ‘battles of the sexes’, and if so, what were the issues involved?

Finally, conclusions about the nature of the logic of the journalistic field in Sweden are considered. The question of the implications and meaning of masculinity and femininity, respectively, in the field, and how status, prestige and power in journalism relate to different conceptions of gender is problematized.
The Structure

Bourgeois Öffentlichkeit and the arenas for opinion formation that emerged in Europe of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries are closely bound up with the emergence of the modern newspaper. Bourgeois Öffentlichkeit was male. Just as other spheres of power in society – e.g., politics, the clergy, and science – journalism originated as a male domain, to which women were denied access. The first Swedish women to engage in the newspaper business were a number of widows of master printers who took over their husbands’ businesses and managed their newspapers. Their access to the field was by inheritance, but their position was also founded on a specific idea about gender, namely, that widows were considered more highly developed women, “nearly” men. Consequently, widows were allowed to function as interim custodians of the trade and the skills involved.

In the latter half of the nineteenth century, women had somewhat broader access to publishing and journalism, but women in newspaper journalism were still very few. The first real breakthrough for women in Swedish journalism came in the early 1900s.

The Era of the Token Woman 1900-1950

The first decades of the twentieth century were years of frenetic modernization. The women’s rights movement grew strong, and women won suffrage and were able to vote in the elections of 1921. The pace of progress was rapid, especially in the field of technology. Radio was one of the icons of the 1920s that nourished a strong faith in progress and modernity. But, the expansive 1920s ended abruptly with the stock market crash in New York and the worldwide depression that followed it. The depression hit Sweden and the rest of Europe in the early 1930s and its effects cast a pall on the entire decade. Swedish historian Yvonne Hirdman describes the 1930s and 1940s in terms of the Swedish gender system as the “age of the Housewife contract”. Modern social policy was designed on the presumption of ‘the man of the house’ as sole breadwinner, but with a public welfare system as a guarantor of families’ social security.

As for the media, in Sweden and the other Nordic countries the period saw the emergence of a strong, locally rooted party press. Newspapers were started with the purpose of promoting a political tendency or ideology; they served more or less as megaphones for the parties in public political discourse. Mass movements and political organizations tried to get their messages across, not only through organizational periodicals, but by founding newspapers, as well. The daily press was important, not least for the labor movement and the Social Democratic Party, but each of the parties had a paper that represented their point of view in all the major towns and cities of Sweden.

Radio assumed a different role than the daily press, and far different from radio’s role in the USA, where the medium was commercial from the start. In Europe, radio was developed in the form of publicly regulated non-profit institutions that subsequently became known as “public service”. In Sweden, nationally distributed Radiotjänst came on the air with a single channel in 1925.

Male dominance in the media was unchallenged in the early years of the twentieth century. In 1914, when the earliest available statistics were compiled, 11 per cent of the journalists in Stockholm newspapers were women (Figure 1). The 1910s saw the formation of “Ligan” [The League], an informal network of women journalists in Stockholm, the capital. The presence of women in the provincial bourgeois press and the Social Democratic press was much weaker, with only a few per cent in each. Thus, it was via
the non-socialist metropolitan press that women entered into Swedish journalism. On the new medium, radio, women’s presence was considerably weaker than in the press. The first generation of managers and producers were, without exception, men. Only after years of pressuring were two women producers hired in the early 1940s. They were responsible for women’s programs and children’s programs, respectively.14

Figure 1. The Shares of Women and Men among Swedish Journalists 1914-2005 (per cent)

Sources: Berger 1977, p 136. In the case of 1914, the figures refer to Stockholm only. In the next-largest cities, Göteborg and Malmö, the share of women was only 4 per cent, in the provinces even less. The figures for 1965-2005 are based on membership statistics in the journalists’ union, SJF (www.sjf.se).

The growth of popular magazines up to mid-century was another important platform for women in journalism. A number of magazines that addressed ‘ladies’ and housewives employed a good number of women writers. They carried material on fashion, housekeeping and family, as well as current events and educational non-fiction.

Positions of power in broadcasting and the press were virtually totally male-dominated. Only five women were among the 353 people who were registered as editors-in-chief in Swedish newspapers in 1925.15 Twenty-five years later the situation was the same: of the 294 editors-in-chief in the Swedish press in 1950, only one was a woman. Most recruitment opportunities for women were instead to be found in the weekly press and ladies’ magazines.16

Gendering and Status: New Women’s Rooms in Journalism

Newspaper journalism was clearly gendered in the early years of the past century, with certain positions and areas of coverage designated for men and women, respectively. Early women journalists were well-educated and had a command of foreign languages, which recommended them for translating material from the foreign press. Sensational news from abroad – scandals, murder and other kinds of criminality – written up in bulletin form became a women’s domain.17 Other women’s specialties were writing columns and serial fiction. When women’s pages were introduced, women journalists supplied the content, which included items about home-making, housekeeping and child
care, but also consumer affairs and women’s rights issues. The pioneers among women journalists also contributed to the development of new genres, such as the interview and reportage. Ester Blenda Nordström, member of the above-mentioned “Ligan”, won renown for her Wallraff-style reportage, where she assumed various roles in order to get an insider perspective. In one case, for example, she took a job as a domestic servant in order to be able to write about servants’ working and living conditions. Most other areas of journalism were male-dominated, particularly the realms of business news and domestic politics, plus international affairs, which gained in importance with the Great War (1914-1918). The Arts was also a high-status and largely male-dominated domain.

Positions of power and influence were closely linked to the central opinion-leading role that newspapers were expected to play. Leading publicists were generally active members and public spokesmen for the parties with which their papers were affiliated. Thus, the power bases in the newspaper business were controlled by the owners, which in turn had strong ties to the various political parties.

Programming in public service radio differed from newspaper content. Programs were imbued with a didactic ideal of public enlightenment. A distinctly bourgeois lifestyle and rhetoric characterized the programs. Learned lectures were an important genre in early radio days, and the lecturers were generally men. Only during the second world war were female voices allowed on the air on a regular basis. Female lecturers were recruited with a view to engaging women in the program of austerity that the war entailed. Thus, broadcasting established a feminine Öffentlichkeit on the air waves. There had, however, been programs for housewives from the start. Programs stressed women’s essential role as homemakers; important themes were the professionalization of homemaking, and civic education of women.

**Capital and Recruitment: Class Position as Ticket to the Public Sphere**

Positions of power in the radio organization were reserved for a male elite richly endowed with cultural capital. The male editors-in-chief of bourgeois newspapers had similar social and cultural assets; they were from upper-class backgrounds and/or were highly educated, often with postgraduate degrees, including doctorates and professorships. The editors of Social Democratic newspapers followed different routes into newspaper journalism. Many came from working-class families, they were recruited from the union movement and working-class political organizations, and they seldom had a secondary school diploma or higher education. The majority was recruited from posts as functionaries in the Social Democratic Party or one of the unions.

The male editors-in-chief of popular magazines were of more varied backgrounds. A study of the social backgrounds of editors-in-chief of Sweden’s leading magazines in 1925 and 1950 found that several were ‘self-made men’, having worked their way up from very modest circumstances. The women editors-in-chief tended, by contrast, to come from middle-and upper-class backgrounds and possessed considerable social and cultural capital.

The recruitment of journalists followed similar patterns. Radio hired a group of “hand-picked voice-tested gentlemen”. Cultural capital in the form of Bildung (education, a good all-round orientation, a cultivated manner) was an important selection criteria, as were the voice tests. The male voice was the norm in Swedish radio. Women’s voices were not considered appropriate for broadcasting, at least not for reading news. When Swedish radio in 1938 for the first time carried news read by a woman, it provoked a storm of protest. Critics thought it inappropriate for a woman to speak of
war and other gruesome subjects. A couple of decades would pass before the experiment with a woman newscaster was repeated.24

As for newspapers, recruitment patterns and the social bases on which recruitment took place differed radically between Social Democratic and bourgeois papers. In most cases journalists favored the political views that the newspapers represented. Professional training generally took the form of work as a volunteer for little or no pay. No academic training in journalism existed, and the profession did not confer much in the way of social status.25

Personal contacts – social capital – were also important for those seeking employment as journalists, in radio and print media alike.26 The first women journalists in the newspaper industry had a lot of social capital, and other forms of capital, as well. Those who first took their places in the public sphere were women of the upper-middle class; they were the daughters of fathers who favored the idea of women having a profession; they had influential friends, and, frequently, they married successful colleagues. They were at once examples and proponents of ‘the new woman’, a new feminine ideal that conceived of women as independent, equals to, and friends with men.27 Many of these pioneers were also active in the women’s movement. Their class position and all the capital that came with it were important in their gaining access to the public sphere.

The Ground Battle: Segregation and Peaceful Co-existence in the Field

Early women journalists had no access to the profession’s organizations. When founded in 1874, Publicistklubben, a professional society for all those working in Swedish media, owners, publishers, editors or journalists, was strictly a gentlemen’s club. The journalists’ union, SJF, was also heavily male-dominated, with only two women – both active in the Stockholm press – among its founding members in 1901.28 Instead, a number of networks of women journalists, both formal and informal, were established in the first half of the 1900s.29

In the early days of broadcasting the prevailing idea of gender conceived of women and men essentially as mutually dependent opposites. This idea of harmonious complementarity made room for women, but only in positions and areas that were considered “feminine”. The gender segregation in news desks was virtually total. The prevailing peaceful co-existence should not be taken to mean that male dominance, both among staff and on the airwaves, did not provoke friction. “The Radio Committee of the Swedish Women’s Associations”, uniting fourteen leading women’s organizations, protested against the paucity of women lecturers on the radio. Their protests succeeded, and the number of lectures given by women tripled between 1932 and 1936.30

Newspapers came under fire, as well. “Ligan” produced a spectacular film criticizing the differences in salary and working conditions offered men and women, respectively. Although the great majority of women journalists had to work with low-prestige “ladies’ pages”, a number of women ‘soloists’ managed to make a name for themselves and become ace reporters for their papers.31

Political and economic factors combined to enable a growing number of women to enter newspaper journalism. First, the branch expanded, and as the number of positions increased it became easier for women to find work in the field. Secondly, increasing commercialization gave rise to a demand for content that appealed to female readers. The women’s movement had been established, women had won the right to vote and access to several different social fields, and “the new woman” represented a new ideal of the independent, self-reliant woman.32
The fact that women were few at media news desks seems to have meant that they were both marginalized and privileged. The pioneer women in newspapers, radio and later, in the 1950s, television were often what Rosabeth Moss Kanter in her classic study, *Men and Women of the Corporation*, refers to as “tokens”.33 Their “uniqueness” gave them notoriety and even special appreciation, while it also meant that they remained outsiders. Early women in journalism did not feel hindered or actively discouraged; on the contrary, many say they experienced no such problems, but found their male colleagues both friendly and helpful.34 One explanation for the lack of open rivalry might be that men and women did not compete for the same stakes. Women’s entry into the field of journalism took place on terms set by men, a fundamental premise being that the women would complement rather than compete with men’s knowledge and competencies. The areas valued highest by the party press, political and opinion-leading journalism, remained unchallenged male domains.

*The Era of the Critical Mass 1950-1985*

The first decades after the Second World War have often been described as the era when the Swedish welfare state was constructed. Even if the idea was much older, the concept of the nation as a “home” has come to epitomize the postwar phenomenon of the welfare state.35 Consumerism was born, homes were modernized, faith in the future budded and bloomed. Alongside Switzerland – another country that had escaped the ravages of war – Sweden attained the highest standard of living in the world.

Women’s roles in Swedish society changed. The 1950s was the decade of the housewife, but because Sweden experienced a labor shortage there was a growing demand for women on the labor market. Major campaigns were launched to attract women to working life outside the home, and the share of women in the labor force climbed rapidly from 15.6 per cent in 1950 to 36.7 percent in 1965.36 This was facilitated by the public sector’s assuming more and more responsibility for childcare.

The welfare state meant an expansion of the public sector, particularly in the 1960s. Traditional patterns of family life began to be questioned, and the institution of matrimony, sexual mores and women’s part in working life were all subjected to critical debate. Two breadwinners in the household began to be the norm. In the 1970s joint income tax returns were abolished, maternity leave was replaced by a parental leave that could be shared by mother and father, and women’s right to abortion was introduced.

The media landscape underwent fundamental changes, as well. Many provincial newspapers ceased publication in the 1940s and 1950s, often leaving only one paper in the community. These local monopolies meant that the remaining papers had to broaden their appeal and cross party lines so as to serve the entire community. In the course of the 1950s, public service radio expanded its services to three channels, and an entirely new medium, television, came on the air in 1956. Television was incorporated into Radiotjänst, the same public service broadcasting institution as radio. The tabloid press had its heyday in the postwar decades, which precipitated a rapid expansion of the field of journalism. In 1954 the journalists’ union, SJF, had 2,500 members, in 1976 somewhat more than 9,000, and in 1985 about 12,000. Newspapers continued to dominate the field. A study of the profession of journalism in 1969 found that 67 per cent of all Swedish journalists worked for newspapers (44 per cent in provincial papers, and 23 per cent in metropolitan papers); only 5 per cent worked in radio and television.37
Even early in the century there were signs of a trend toward professionalization of journalism. Journalists were expected to be better educated and have specialized knowledge, and professional organizations – The Press Council (Publicistklubben) and the union, SJF – were founded. But it was not until the 1950s that professionalism gained real momentum. An important indicator of this trend was the founding of academic training in journalism. The closure of many newspapers and professionalization combined to reduce the degree of partisan bias in news selection and analysis. The thriving tabloid press introduced a more informal style, with emphasis on popular features like sports news, photojournalism and sensational news. Metropolitan newspapers’ news values became the norm for radio, as well, which became less paternalistic. Entertaining content like sports events, drama and ‘human interest’ news stories occupied more airtime, and didactic programming less. The overall homogenization of news values and norms may also be seen as an effect of professionalization, inasmuch as professions are based on shared professional norms and ethical codes.

As professionalism in program production grew, the norms and ideals of journalism gradually changed. By the end of the 1960s, consensus was no longer the basis for good journalism. Both journalists’ conceptions of their readers and audiences and their thinking about the purpose of journalism had undergone a radical transformation, especially in broadcasting. Journalism now should be activist, it should arouse, disclose, advocate. Journalism was a mission, a duty to act as a third estate, to scrutinize holders of power and to expose iniquities, injustice and misdoing in high places.

Together, the fading of newspapers’ party stripes, professionalization and the expansion of public service broadcasting meant the emergence of new power bases in the field. These were not directly linked to formal positions, but were rather based on symbolic capital that individual journalists garnered through notoriety and professional recognition, where the criteria of quality tended to be defined by colleagues in the field.

The so-called watchdog function of journalism was considered most important, and investigative journalism was accorded special status. The Watergate scandal of 1972-1973 in the USA was the result of relentless investigative journalism on the part of two young journalists, Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein, at Washington Post. The reporters earned cult status within the field and inspired journalists worldwide. In 1973, a Swedish political magazine, Folket i Bild/Kulturfront, in a similar fashion disclosed the secret registration of union activists’ political sympathies by the Social Democratic Party. The disclosure caused a major scandal, known as the IB Affair, and the affair epitomized the new role of journalism. The two Swedish journalists were jailed for “espionage”, but for one of them, Jan Guillou, it was the start of a career that would make him one of Sweden’s most renowned publicists. The Shooting Iron – the fearless journalist who stands up to power figures, dares to interrupt them in interviews to point out inconsistencies, etc., in search of the truth – became a metaphor for the new journalism.

The number of women in journalism grew, but the ratio of women did not improve as quickly. Like radio before it, television in early days was heavily male-dominated. The only departments where women were well-represented were children’s programs and programs relating to ‘home and family’. The first, and for several years sole, woman in the television news department was hired in 1960; Swedish radio hired their first female reporter in 1964. In 1965, 16 per cent of Sweden’s journalists were women (Figure 1); in 1978 the figure had risen to 29 per cent. Meanwhile, the share of women journalists was much greater in magazine publishing than in other media. Male dominance continued in Swedish television even after the second non-commercial public
service channel started up in 1969. Women made up nearly half (43 per cent) of those who applied for positions as journalists or producers with the second channel; only 21 per cent of those hired were women. 41

Despite an increasing number of women in the field, there were still very few women in management positions in journalistic media. As late as 1975 there was not a single woman in an executive position in the entire Stockholm morning press.42 Nor was the situation much better in broadcasting; the only women in leading positions were to be found in the departments for children’s programming and ‘home and family’.43 Male dominance was total among news desk chiefs on all channels through the 1970s.

Gendering and Status: ‘Soft News’ was Women’s Domain
In the 1950s, the idea of women’s and men’s complementarity in journalism still prevailed.44 This was achieved through a gender-based differentiation of positions and areas of coverage. Homemaking, parenting, and relationships became women’s domains, but they had low status. In the areas that conveyed high status – politics, economics and world affairs – men predominated. By the mid-1960s gender segregation had chinks in it, but hierarchies in the newsroom were still distinctly gendered. In television all the desk chiefs were men, and the more prestigious, domestic news and foreign news desks, were entirely male. More women journalists had joined the organizations, but they were confined to the rank and file of all-round reporters.45

In the 1970s the environment, social issues (the schools, health and geriatric care) and consumer affairs moved up on the agenda, in the press as well as in radio and television. As these subjects emerged as typical fields of expertise for women journalists, they were commonly bunched up and labeled “soft news”. In newspaper journalism the most male-dominated desks were sports, business, world affairs and domestic politics – termed “hard news” – where men wrote nine out of ten articles. Social issues and consumer affairs were the only areas where women were in the majority.46 This pattern of gender-typing was also noted in radio and television.47

Recruitment and Capital: Professionalization no Boon to Women
The professionalization of Swedish journalism changed the patterns of recruitment to the profession, which also influenced women’s opportunities in the field. Journalists’ political leanings were no longer necessarily a merit in employers’ eyes. The cultural capital that professional training represented was a new asset that opened doors to aspiring journalists; while social capital in the form of one’s personal network and professional capital (journalistic experience) were important for advancement in one’s career. At top levels, too, experience in the field and editorial leadership grew in importance. In radio and, later, television, recruitment paths began to resemble those in the newspaper industry. In the era when radio had a more official role and tone, most of the staff was male graduates in the Arts and residents of metropolitan Stockholm; in the course of the 1960s recruits to Swedish radio and television were primarily college-educated newspaper journalists with a background in the social sciences.

At the outset professionalization worked to the disadvantage of some women in the field. For example, in early days of television newsreaders were women who doubled as program announcers. When management decided in the 1960s that the news bulletins should be read by “professional journalists”, the announcers lost a portion of their jobs.48 Nor was the introduction of professional training in journalism immediately an
asset for aspiring women. The first schools of journalism received applications from many women, but accepted very few.

The number of women in journalism grew, and professional training in Journalism became an increasingly important ‘ticket’ to the field. A survey of Swedish journalists in 1969 found that women journalists tended to have more formal education than their male colleagues. As for social background, most journalists were recruited from the middle class; 40 per cent had at least a secondary school diploma, and half of these had some college education, as well. Forty per cent had some form of training in Journalism.

Awards and prizes based on colleagues’ recognition may also be seen as a sign of professionalism. The Great Journalist Prize was instituted in 1966 by Bonniers, the largest media group in Sweden, to recognize outstanding achievement in journalism, and the Golden Pen award was first awarded by the Press Council (Publicistklubben) on the occasion of the society’s centennial in 1975.

Figure 2. The Share of Great Journalist Prizes awarded to Women 1966-2005 (per cent)

![Graph showing the share of Great Journalist Prizes awarded to women from 1966 to 2005.]

Source: www.storajournalistpriset.se

At the start, the Great Journalist Prize had only two classes: newspaper journalism and other periodicals. Subsequently, radio, television and new media were added. The first year one woman and two men were awarded. Four years were to pass before another women was awarded the prize. All in all, women made up 25 per cent of the prizewinners between 1966 and 2005, but the numbers varied greatly from year to year (Figure 2). Until 1980, women laureates were exceptions to the rule. For the most part during the professionalization phase, men accorded recognition to men.

The Ground Battle: Open Conflicts Between Men and Women in the Field

Like most of Western Europe, Sweden experienced a wave of egalitarian radicalism in the 1970s. Unionism and issues relating to working life came to the fore, with stronger demands for more democratic decision-making processes, flatter (or no) hierarchies, revolving and collective leadership, etc. These overall trends influenced journalism, as well. Gender equality was linked to democracy in the workplace and working conditions. Open conflicts between women and men became more frequent. Women’s dissatisfaction gave rise to a number of campaigns on the part of women journalists at
metropolitan newspapers like *Aftonbladet*, *GT* and *Dagens Nyheter*. Protests were raised within public service radio and television, as well. The issues concerned working conditions, the climate at the workplace (sexist jargon, alcohol, gender discrimination and low salaries for women) as well as male privilege regarding the definition of professionalism. Women now made up a critical mass in many media companies; there were enough of them to have an impact. Together, these factors meant that the debate began to have concrete effects. One consequence was the start of several Women’s desks. The journalists’ union, SJF, also got involved in the gender equality debate. In 1978 the first gender-based statistics was introduced. These showed that women now made up 29 per cent of the field in Sweden, and that women were now in the majority at the country’s two academic Schools of Journalism. The tabloid press was a male bastion (80 per cent); the magazine branch was the only branch in which women were in the majority (53 per cent). Only 9 per cent of managers and editors were women.

The radicalism of the era and the emerging national political debate on gender equality made it possible for the first time to discuss issues of power imbalances and newsroom segregation in a serious fashion. Feminine journalism was launched as a critical alternative that would focus on the realities of women’s day-to-day lives and the so-called private sphere, put events into broader context, consult women as news sources, stress how events and processes relate to and impact on women’s lives, and allow subjectivity, empathy and emotions a place in journalistic work. The object of criticism were male ideals of professionalism, i.e., the norms of a focus on conflict, factuality, objectivity, dispassionate perspective, and neutrality, and the status accorded male elites and political and economic reporting.

Feminine journalism was formulated in the intersection of the ideas current in the international women’s movement (“Private is political”) and a critical attitude to mass media, voiced mainly by young, academically trained journalists. Influenced by the radicalism of the day, they were critical of the so-called Establishment and conventional journalistic norms. A number of radio and television programs sought to combine class and gender perspectives.

Some of the main objectives of the work relating to gender equality were (1) to raise the status of the world of women by raising the status of what was regarded as women’s or “soft” subjects and (2) to see to it that women got access to positions and areas of coverage that traditionally had been male preserves. In the early 1970s, a number of specialized reporters, women having education, housing and social issues as their specialties, were hired. Many younger women journalists were also eager to work to make more room in the media for the subjects and issues that were important to women. Social issues were therefore more in focus, while they also became an area in which women predominated. Thus, the predominance of women around so-called “soft news” was a consequence of both gendered hiring policies and women journalists’ own preferences. The power struggle in the field revolved less around which phenomena deserved scrutiny.

The Era of Feminization, 1985 –

The issue of gender equality came to fruition on a broad front in the 1980s. Characteristic of Sweden and the other Nordic countries was the incorporation of feminism into
the established political parties, a phenomenon sometimes referred to as “state feminism”.

Women’s representation in politics expanded, and the first gender-balanced Cabinet (having a 50:50 ratio of men to women) in Swedish history took office in 1994. Until the 1990s, most gender equality efforts aimed at eliminating outright discrimination; in the new millennium gender mainstreaming, i.e., the principle that gender equality perspectives should imbue all sectors of Swedish society, has become the rule.

These advances notwithstanding, the debate on gender equality has not subsided. A feminist political party, Feminist Initiative, was formed in 2005 and issues regarding women’s situation on the labor market, domestic violence and the sexualization of the public sphere were given significant attention on the public agenda.

Starting in the early 1980s, the logic of the market has won ground in Swedish mass media, due in part to increasing competition and internationalization of media markets. The media landscape changed, and the broadcasting sector mushroomed when the monopolies of public service radio and television were broken, and commercial, advertising-financed channels came on the air in the late 1980s. Concentration of ownership in the newspaper industry continued, chains were formed or extended.

These changes in the media landscape were reflected in journalism, where particularly the broadcast media expanded. In 2005, the journalists’ union had 18,000 members. Of these, just over 30 per cent worked in the provincial press, and just over 25 per cent in radio and television. The public service channels dominated the latter category, but one-third of the journalists in broadcasting were employed in the new, privately owned commercial broadcasting sector.

The share of women journalists continued to grow (Figure 1). The biggest wave of entries occurred in the 1980s, during which period women’s numbers rose from 30 per cent of all journalists at the start of the decade to 42 per cent at its end. In 2005, 48 per cent of Swedish journalists were women. Studies of the profession in 1989, 1999 and 2005 show variations in the proportions of women among different media sectors (Figure 3) As earlier, women dominated in magazine publishing in 2005, but they formed a majority of the journalists in public service broadcasting, as well. The lowest frequencies of women journalists were noted in commercial radio and television news departments, and in the tabloid press. These latter branches were also the only ones that showed a decline in the shares of women journalists between 1999 and 2005. The figures suggest that there is still a great deal of turbulence in terms of gender in the journalistic field.

The recruitment of women to executive positions in the media was in no way commensurate with the number of women in journalism. In 1989, only 15 per cent of executive positions were held by women. Despite several important breakthroughs in the 1990s, male dominance in the top echelons of the media industry was still strong in 2001: three out of four were men. The highest share of women in top positions was noted in magazine publishing (59 per cent), followed by public service radio and television (44 per cent). Newspapers, the specialized press and commercial radio all had 15 per cent women in top positions. All in all, 89 per cent of CEOs were men, and two out of three heads of desks/departments were men. Thus, women had much less access to formal positions of power in the media, and when they did have such access, it was primarily a question of editorial power. Economic power remained in male hands.
Recruitment and Capital: Women with Capital of their Own

A study of the profession in 1989 found that the social base had hardly changed since 1969. The level of formal education was higher, but journalism was still a solidly middle-class occupation. As previously, the women in the branch possessed more capital on average than their male colleagues. They tended to have more formal education and came from a higher socio-economic background. The pattern persisted into the 2000s. However, among those in top positions there were no differences between the sexes with respect to levels of education or class background.

Gendering and Status: Investigative Journalism = Status = Male

The gender-typing of areas of coverage and subject matter subsided under the 1980s and 1990s. A study of news desks at Swedish public service television (SVT1 and SVT2), found no such gender differences in the period 1985-1995. Toward the end of the 1990s, however, the degree of gender-typing in news journalism increased again, on public service television and the commercial rival, TV4, alike. The backlash was unmistakable. Gender-typing was still apparent in Swedish newspapers in 2000, as well. Sports journalism, business and the economy, crime and op-ed journalism (editorials, commentary) were still male-dominated, whereas women predominated in areas of coverage like social issues, consumer affairs and homemaking/family.

The increasing differentiation of the media system had an impact on the content of journalism, not only in Sweden and the Nordic countries, but also in most of the western world. Tabloidization and popularization are terms frequently used to characterize the new style of journalism, whose principal features include intimization, where the boundaries between public and private become fluid, personification, with a focus on
individuals’ emotions and experiences; and greater emphasis on relevance to daily life and readers’ and audiences’ needs and interests in news selection. Thus, the new journalism shares many of the traits that characterized what once was termed feminine’ journalism. This is one of the reasons why feminist journalism research speaks of a “feminization” of journalism in the 1990s.69

Meanwhile, investigative journalism still had the most prestige in the field. In surveys of Swedish journalists in 1999 and 2005, that asked how journalists defined their role or purpose, “critical scrutiny of holders of power” took top priority among all categories of journalists, women and men alike.70 In the 1990s, investigative journalism was recognized as a specific genre, and special news desks were formed for the purpose. In 1991, a prize for investigative reporting, “The Golden Spade”, was instituted.71 In the first decade of its existence the prize was awarded mostly to men; among laureates and journalists recognized with ‘honorable mention’ only one in four was a woman.

The news desks that received the greatest number of Golden Spades between 1991 and 2001 were those behind two programs carried on public service television: Strip-tease and Uppdrag: Granskning [Mission: Investigate]. In interviews the journalists did not shy away from asking provocative questions or even badgering their quarry. Especially one of the more high-profile journalists, Jan Josefsson, made a name for himself as one of the country’s most controversial reporters. Highly partisan reportage and controversial methods, coupled with a persuasive narrative style made him one of the most debated – and revered – figures in Swedish journalism. Swedish journalists gave Josefsson, alongside the above-mentioned Jan Guillou, top ranking. A question put to all journalists in 2000 inquired about role models; Josefsson and Guillou were mentioned most frequently. Investigative journalism was synonymous with high status and masculinity.

The Ground Battle: The Logic of the Market Leads to More Gendering
Commercialization implied a shift in the power base in the field of journalism, from the professional (editorial) to the economic field of power. Recent generations of media owners have assumed the role of CEO rather than publisher or editor.72 Those who wield economic power have advanced their positions.

What effect did the growing influence of commercial considerations have on the gender order? In the literature on the consequences of commercialization the question has been pivotal. Does the market favor women?73 There is no simple answer. On the one hand, “feminine” realms of experience, perspectives and interests have received more attention; women journalists have more leeway; the boundaries between the private and public spheres are transcended. That is to say, women’s public space expanded. On the other hand, women’s progress in journalism was harshly criticized by dominant men in the field, who complained that experienced and respected (male) journalists were being replaced by (female) “bimbo reporters”. This coupling of poor quality and women can be seen as a typical example of symbolic violence, which buttresses male hegemony.74 What is more, increased market sensitivity has entailed a major increase in sports news, economic news and crime news – traditionally male subjects and interests. The content of economic news reporting and the new business publications were characterized by a massive predominance of men.75 Men also predominated among the CEOs and boards of directors of media companies, as they did in the media facing keener competition (with the exception of popular magazines, where women predominated). Men’s predominance was least in the non-commercial public service broadcasting com-
panies. In the case of the tabloids, one may even speak of a ‘babe effect’ in the 1990s, that is, a sexualization where “young women are exposed to the male gaze as objects of pleasure and desire”.\(^76\) The logic of the market also appears to increase the extent of gender-typing of news desks, with the risk that once again women may be relegated to subjects, genres and desks having lower status.\(^77\)

Not the market, but rather the fruits of the political movement for gender equality that were harvested in the 1980s and 1990s should be credited with having strengthened the position of women in the field of journalism. The political demands for gender equality in the organization as well as in program output were particularly strong in public service broadcasting, but the journalists’ union, too, worked toward the same goals. Thus, the political field of power exerted influence on the media by virtue of the issue of gender equality, but it represents political influence of a quite different nature from that exerted in the era of the party press. No media organization could ignore the issue of gender equality, but the tenor of the debate naturally varied between organizations. A study of the news desks within public service television, SVT1 and SVT2, shows that gender equality is something all journalists have to take a stand on, men and women alike. This is not to say that they will have the same views or that all men or all women think the same way.\(^78\) Instead, interviews with somewhat over 40 journalists and editors, men and women, at SVT news desks in 2001-2003 reveal a strong ambivalence. On the one hand, both men and women stress the importance of a gender-neutral professional identity. On the other hand, a majority expresses the view that gender does indeed affect both news values and one’s work as a journalist.

The ambivalence is confirmed by the findings of the Survey of journalists for 2005 (Figure 4). When Swedish journalists were asked to express their positions on a number of statements, the answers were often contradictory. Many women journalists, for example, feel that women are at a disadvantage when stories are assigned, but say at the same time that gender has no importance with respect to how a desk chief performs his or her job.

**Figure 4. Men and Women Journalists’ Views on the Importance of Gender in Journalism. Shares Agreeing Totally or to Some Extent with Various Propositions (per cent)**

- There is a gender-based differentiation of areas of coverage
- Gender has no importance with respect to how an editor performs his or her job
- Male reporters are favored in the assignment of stories
- Editors assign stories on the basis of gender
- Gender has no importance in day-to-day work
- Women are favored when it comes to recruitment to important positions
- Gender equality work costs the organization too much

Source: The Survey of journalists 2005. The alternatives were: Totally agree, Agree to some extent, Disagree, Strongly disagree.
Men and women also express different views. Women tend to emphasize the importance of gender in journalism and feel that women are systematically disadvantaged. Fewer men consider gender important in journalism, and every third male respondent even feels that women actually are favored in recruitment to important positions. At the same time, there is widespread support for the work toward gender equality even among men: only 21 per cent of the men and 7 per cent of the women feel that too many resources are put into the effort.

Generally speaking, in the 2000s there seems to be a widespread self-image within the field that a good measure of gender equality prevails in Swedish media companies. The fact that nearly half of the profession is women is often put forward as evidence to this effect. One cannot assume, however, that a greater number of women in the field necessarily influences news values or increases the presence of women in news content, in Sweden or anywhere else. In the Swedish press, radio and television the shares of women as news sources or interviewees has rested consistently at fewer than 30 per cent, despite an increase in the number of women journalists. Assessments as to whether, and in what ways, journalism has changed by the presence of more women journalists in the field vary. Research findings are contradictory; some studies have found clear-cut differences, others none whatsoever. Swedish journalists are agreed that the greater number of women in the profession has influenced journalism in three important ways: it has broadened the pool of experience on news desks, introduced new perspectives ('slants') in news coverage, and expanded the selection of stories covered.

The Logic
Any attempt to describe the main features of a multifaceted and complex historical process runs the risk of oversimplification. The diversity, the exceptions, the contradictions and ambiguities tend to be pared away when overall conclusions are drawn. Despite the risk, I shall in the following try to draw some overall conclusions about the gender logic of the field of journalism over the course of the past century.

The Gender Logic of the Field
The first observation to be made from this historical review is that women have occupied ever-greater space in the journalistic field. The share of women among journalists grew from a few percent at the start of the century to half 100 years later. When it comes to positions of power, however, the trend is not as good. At the start of the 2000s, only in public service radio and television and magazine publishing was women’s representation in positions of power greater than 40 per cent.

The question of gender has imbued the field from the start and has put women and men in different places and positions. Thus, the field is characterized by hierarchies and segregation based on gender, but the ways in which gendering operates differ between media and genres as well as over time. What is regarded as masculine and feminine, respectively, has varied. Investigative journalism was mainly undertaken by women journalists in the early 1900s; seventy years later and since, it is a male domain. Coverage of social issues was not gendered at the start of the century, but became women’s work in the 1970s. In the early years of the century international news was a women’s domain, but a only few decades later, when the area gained status and the focus shifted to first-hand reporting, men took over.
Despite these and other changes over time, a basic pattern – a gender logic – persists. Ideas about the gender of journalism mainly grow out of a dichotomic view similar to the one that feminists have pointed out regarding the concept of the public sphere: bourgeois Öffentlichkeit and the enlightened rationality of modern journalism are masculine; the conditions under which we live our everyday lives, the home, and the intimate sphere are not part of it, and are therefore left to women.80

**Gender Logic in Journalism**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Masculine</th>
<th>Feminine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The public sphere/elites</td>
<td>Private/intimate sphere/everyday life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sources and perspectives</td>
<td>Female sources and perspectives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance/ neutrality/ objectivity</td>
<td>Intimacy/empathy/subjectivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomy (“professional” criteria)</td>
<td>Oriented toward the reader’s (etc.) needs and interests</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the past century, journalism that relates to the public sphere, that treats objects of masculine interest, that consults (male) holders of power as sources, that describes reality with dispassionate perspective or ‘distance’, and which observes a professional ethic is generally associated with masculinity. Journalism that relates to the private sphere, that tries to serve the reader/listener/viewer’s needs and interests, that consults women as sources, and seeks to get close to the people or phenomena at hand, and where empathy, personal feelings and reflections have a place has been considered feminine. Just as the relationship between the male public sphere and the female private sphere is asymmetrical, the journalistic logic, too, presumes differences in power and status, with masculine journalism generally being ascribed greater symbolic value.

**Relative Subordination**

Inequality and relations of dominance and subordination characterize all social fields. Both power and leadership are generally associated with masculinity. The realm of the media is no exception. Women’s representation in top positions has not increased in anywhere near the same proportion as the numbers of women in journalism as such. The positions of power that women have attained are mainly to be found in magazine publishing and public service broadcasting, both radio and television. The latter is an area where the political discourse on gender equality has exerted the greatest influence, and the former is the portion of the magazine branch that addresses women as its primary target group.

The places and positions in the journalistic field that women and men have gained access to have varied over time; still, women’s place in the journalistic production field has in the 1900s generally been what Bourdieu characterized as “the position of the dominated”. Like other cultural production fields, journalism is characterized by contradictions between “commercial” and “non-commercial” and between those who emphasize producers and their field and those who attach more importance to the receivers, to sales and success as measured in circulation and ratings.81 The difference in status between ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture, between elitist and popular, intellectual and commercial, between specialization and mass production is reflected in the different status of “masculine” and “feminine” in journalism. In the media field these distinctions imbue entire media, genres and forms of expression: distinctions, for example, between social reportage and gossip journalism, general reporters and specialized ones, business magazines and women’s weeklies. This is not to say that all male-dominated genres are ac-
corded high status. Sports and crime news, too, are male-dominated genres, but their value and quality have been seriously questioned. Status in the field also has an obvious class dimension, and the intersection of class and gender in relation to power in the journalistic field has been clearly apparent throughout the twentieth century.

**Power and Resistance: Women’s Strategies**

Viewing journalism as a field in Bourdieu’s sense means that we look upon it as a locus of an ongoing contest and struggle, where there are winners and losers. One may, like Toril Moi, wonder whether this approach is not in itself essentially ideological, based as it is on a presumption of “human self-interest as the prime mover of social relations”.

Moi concludes, however, that although this ideological position may not be consistent with feminist ideals of social interaction, “feminists have never been reluctant to analyze current gender-arrangements in terms of interests and benefits”. The power perspective also makes it possible to study counterstrategies to power. The gender order in journalism has been discussed and debated: gender-based differences in salary and working conditions have come under fire, and male dominance has been questioned.

From a bourdieuian point of view women’s relative subordination in the journalistic field is hardly surprising inasmuch as Bourdieu presumes that women – all other factors equal – in all fields and at all levels inevitably occupy disadvantaged positions.

Being a woman in a male-dominated field makes it necessary to develop specific strategies for taking possession of positions in the field. The conclusion we may draw from our historical review is that three principal strategies have been developed in the course of the century: strategies of *competition, specialization* and *expansion*.

In the competitive strategy women vie with men for the same stakes. To succeed in these contests, women journalists have needed to acquire more of the kinds of capital that are valued in the field – education, contacts, personal networks, etc. – than most men have. They have had to become, as Liesbet van Zoonen and Margareta Melin-Higgins put it, “one of the boys”.

As Kristina Lundgren views it, this is exactly how the leading pioneer women in journalism went about it, although the capital they brought to bear varied: aristocratic heritage, experience of living abroad, knowledge of languages, and/or academic education. Throughout the 1900s the women in journalism in Sweden have had generally higher social rank and more education than their male colleagues, and when, in the professionalization phase, professional training in Journalism became valued, women – more than men – acquired it.

The specialization strategy means using one’s specifically feminine capital to the full by specializing in subjects and genres that particularly appeal to women, striving, if you will, to become “one of the girls”. Magazine publishing and women’s supplements in newspapers are prime examples of openings for this strategy. Kristina Lundgren describes how women journalists in the 1930s gained positions in a segment of “op-ed journalism” as columnists who could interpret the then-current debate on the new roles of women in Swedish society.

The third strategy, expansion, means finding openings in the journalistic space that allow the development of new genres and styles in areas before they have become gendered. The activist investigative journalism undertaken by Ester Blenda Nordström in the 1910s may be seen as such an expansion. Investigative reportage was not yet gender-coded as being masculine. Another example is women’s expansion into social issues, a women’s domain in Sweden of the 1970s. Up until then, the area had no particular gender.
The Male Power Bases in Journalism

Despite the advances made by women in journalism through the 1900s, journalism as a field has remained male-dominated. What does this imply? Unfortunately, there is little research about men as men and on the implications and meaning of masculinity in the journalistic field. An analysis of the logic of the field suggests, however, that masculinity (in its historically specific forms) and power (the bases of which have varied over time) are closely related to the ideas about what constitutes good journalism that have prevailed in different periods. Every field produces and reproduces a fundamental belief in the values, achievements and rewards that the game gives rise to – i.e., the fundamentals of the field’s existence.

In the journalistic field the ongoing struggle is about how to define the fundamental purposes and values of the profession. Throughout the past century this sense of purpose has been based on the unique social functions of the media: from megaphone in the era of the party press (the era of ‘the token woman’ 1900-1950), to the third estate in the professionalization phase (the era of ‘the critical mass’ 1950-1985), to ombudsman for the public at large during the era of feminization (1985- ). The ideological underpinnings throughout these phases has been the conviction that journalism is not a product that is produced, sold and consumed on the market, but rather a specific mission that is indispensable to society and the proper function of democracy.

By way of conclusion, I should like to offer some reflections on how status, prestige and power in journalism have related to different conceptions of masculinity, which in turn are related to this assumption, on which the entire field rests.

The journalistic field occupies the intersection of political, economic and professional fields of forces. The relative influence of the three fields has varied across the periods described here, but men throughout the century have dominated positions of power in journalism. As the power bases within journalism have shifted, the prevailing conceptions of masculinity that have borne up the positions have changed, as well. In the heyday of the party press ‘good newspaper journalism’ was defined on the basis of partisan interests and the overall function of serving as a megaphone for principal interest groups in Swedish society. The male publicist of this era was a bearer of this ideal. Editors-in-chief for the largest and most influential newspapers were dominant opinion leaders; their power resided dually in party politics and journalism. The ideals that prevailed in radio broadcasting were somewhat different: public service broadcasting at this time resembled a branch of the civil service and was imbued with a mission to edify the general public. Program policies were blatantly paternalistic. Common to both broadcasting and the press was a strong linkage to modernity, rationalism and education.

The fading influence of the party press, professionalization and the expansion of public service media resulted in the emergence of new power bases in the journalistic field, bases that were in part independent of traditional positions of power. The role of watchdog with its implicit critical stance vis-à-vis holders of power grew to be considered the most important role of the profession, and investigative and muckraking reportage conferred prestige. Critical, investigative journalism was a male domain, but the definition of masculinity that underlay it was radically different from that of the era of the party press. The prevailing sense of purpose and criteria of excellence were linked to other values: courage, fearlessness, determination and individualism were the ideal.

Commercialization of the media shifted the power bases in the journalistic field. The enhancement of economic power opened the door to a masculinity of a kind previously
associated with holders of power in the realms of business and finance. The charismatic media manager represented a new habitus and new values: executive ability, efficiency, drive, vigor and focus. One might venture to conclude that by the gender logic of the field, the purpose of journalism is linked to masculinity, but that “masculinity” has been defined differently over time.

The relative strength of the different fields of forces is also part of the reason why the gender order has changed in the journalistic field. When the power bases shift, other kinds of capital become important and new strategies are required to win the struggle for hegemony. At the same time, one cannot say that one or the other field of forces has definitely favored or disadvantaged women journalists. Women journalists and editors are needed to reach female readers, listeners and viewers. On the other hand, women have also ended up in places having less status: media and genres that are grouped around the commercial pole of the media status field.

Nor has professionalization necessarily favored women. On the contrary, the first measures taken in the professionalization process – journalism training, for example – favored men at women’s expense. In the case of professional recognition, the criteria of professionalism have systematically disadvantaged women. Meanwhile, formal training in Journalism, with regulated admission, has in more recent years allowed many women to enter the field. Training in Journalism is an important capital asset for female top media executives.

The political field of forces has set criteria for far-reaching social representativeness with regard to both personnel and the perspectives from which journalists describe reality. The political gender equality discourse, very central in Swedish politics these past decades, has provided persuasive arguments for better representation of women in the media. Issues and perspectives that media previously ignored have received coverage, and female news sources are heard and seen in interviews, articles and broadcast news items. At the same time, ideas about what constitutes “feminine journalism” have given rise to expectations that may cause editors to ‘type-cast’ women when it comes to assigning stories so that they automatically are asked to cover stories about education and health care. Such gender-typing contributes in turn to reinstate men as the norm and define feminine subjects and women as the “other”. Men are seldom challenged to “make a difference” in journalism, something that women have been expected to do throughout the past century in order to merit a legitimate place in the public sphere.
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